
NAYGN formed a Diversity and Inclusion
Committee

Members created videos on "What does
diversity and inclusion means to you" and
"What does a diverse and inclusive workforce
for nuclear look like?"
Held a D&I leadership workshop on "The Power
of Being an Inclusive Leader"
Held Unconscious Bias webinar series with
panel of experts inside and outside the
industry and held a Q&A webinar with a
transgender nuclear operator
Virtual regional conference sessions
incorporated various D&I topics   

NAYGN formed several new partnerships to
enhance the goals of the organization
and industry

MOU signed with ANS, NEI, and U.S. WIN
Signatory for EHRC Leadership Accord, Equal by
30, and Gender Champion in Nuclear Policy
Additional MOUs signed with NSBE and CNA  
Became partners with CCNS and World Nuclear
Energy Day

NAYGN formed a virtual PD Committee to provide
engaging virtual content

Supported 5 virtual regional conferences
Hosted webinars on "Maximizing Your Virtual
Presence", "How to be an Inclusive Leader," and
"Blind Spots"
Held a Bruce Power Lunch & Learn on its
Medical Isotopes program
NAYGN partnered with CNA and Generation
Atomic for "Breaking Out of the Nuclear Bubble:
Young People's Impact on Nuclear"

NAYGN chapters are staying involved in public
information, industry events, and policy changes

Held a virtual Post Card Push Day utilizing a gif
for social media outreach to legislators
Produced a new educational video that was
released during Nuclear Science Week 
Held our annual essay contest and visited
classrooms virtually across North America 
PI hosted a 3-Part "Communicating Science"
webinar series with workshop and improv to
enhance physical communication techniques
Submitted a SMR action plan to Natural
Resources Canada
Purchased a SoftEdge tool for tracking nuclear
legislation and calls to action and formed a
Nuclear Policy Advisory Council of industry
experts
Participated in the Nuclear Matters campaign 
in IL

NAYGN has 40 active chapters and continued to
grow in 2020 with the addition of the following
new chapters: Auburn University, BWXT
Canada, Cameco (Saskatoon), New Brunswick,
Nuscale, and the University of Alberta. 

NAYGN won the Juan Alberto Gonzalez Garrido
Award at the International Youth Nuclear Congress
(IYNC) conference

Our benchmarking committee released their
biennial career report
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